
 

 

 
The positional drills portion of the Combine will include, but it is not limited to, the following: 
 
Quarterback 
 
1. Drop Progression 
A Test For: Footwork 
Drill Setup: Player to catch passes 
Description: Quarterback will have the ball snapped to him and through multiple attempts progressively 
complete a one step, three step, or five step drop. Once the drop is completed QB’s will throw ball to 
receiver who is simulating an out route being run. 
 
2. Footwork Progression 
A Test For: Footwork, throw on the run 
Drill Setup: Can use four cones (not necessary). Player to catch passes. 
Description: QB is standing in the middle of a square approximately four yards in width and length. Within 
the square, coach directs player to move feet forward, backwards, or to either side. The coach will point the 
player in multiple directions for each attempt. Coach then directs player to roll out to his left or right. As 
rollout progresses QB will throw to a receiver who is standing near the sidelines of the same side of the roll 
(can move these receivers around after a couple attempts). Drill can progress to involve a QB drop into the 
square. Also can progress to where QB is not rolling out after step progression rather stepping up through 
the pocket and making throw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Offensive Line 
 
1. Kick slide Drill 
A Test for: Pass protection footwork and punch 
Drill Setup: Cones can be used (2-4). Two players with shields to run as defensive linemen 
Description: Starting on the coaches signal, offensive lineman starting from his stance will kick slide 45 
degrees out to an oncoming outside rusher and upon reaching rusher use a punch to prevent the defensive 
player from reaching the quarterback. Defensive player is running around the first cone and in front of the 
second cone mimicking an outside pass rusher. Drill can progress to add second defender acting as inside 
rush after outside rush has been handled 

 
2. Pulling Drills 
A Test for: Pulling footwork and blocking technique 
Drill Setup: Two players or pop-up dummies to pull around. Defensive player, with shield, for offensive 
lineman to engage with after the pull. 
Description: Starting on coaches signal, offensive lineman starting from stance will pull around a dummy set 
at his side and towards the edge of the tackle box. In the first series of this drill the offensive lineman will 
engage with a defender close to or at the line of scrimmage and finish the block. The second series of this 
drill will have the lineman pull around the second pop-up dummy and engage with a player downfield at 
approximately 2-4 yards.  Allow for players to pull in both directions. 
 

 



 

 

Running Back 
 
1. Step through and Reaction Drill 
A Test For: Reaction, Footwork 
Drill Setup: Four step over bags. One pop-up dummy. Four cones. 
Description: Running back lines up behind QB. Receives hand off from QB and proceeds to step through all 
bags laid on the ground (1 foot in each gap) with eyes up. Once back steps through all bags he will come 
head on with dummy controlled by coach that will be tilted left or right. Player must cut the opposite way of 
the tilt. Back finishes up field. 
 

 
2. Catch and Cone Agility 
A Test For: Cuts, Hands 
Drill Setup: Five cones 
Description: Running back starts in backfield and runs an arrow route towards the direction of the cones. QB 
throws ball to running back before he reaches the cones. Running back proceeds to cut through the cones 
and finish the run up field. Cones are spaced approximately 3-4 yards apart from each other. Allow for RB to 
run in both directions. 
 

 
 



 

 

Receiver 

1. Gauntlet 
A Test For: Hands 
Drill Setup: Six people to throw balls – can do more if available 
Description: Receiver will begin standing still on the sidelines. Receiver will catch a ball from a passer who he 
is facing then immediately flip 180 degrees and catch a pass from a different quarter back on the same 
vertical line. Player will then proceed to run down a horizontal line across the field catching alternating 
passes from QB’s on either side of him. QB’s are approximately 7-10 yards away from the receiver. Receiver 
finishes up field after final catch.  
 

 
 
2. Cone and Catch 
A Test For: Footwork, Hands 
Drill setup: Three cones set 5-7 yards apart in the shape of a triangle. Multiple balls. 
Description: Can be done with a run up or standing on the line. Players will sprint to first cone and turn back 
toward the QB to receive a pass in the curl zone. Once the first ball is caught the receiver runs in the direction 
of the second cone and drops the ball after a couple steps. Receiver will cut around the second cone and will 
run up field to the third cone. Receiver will then cut around the third cone towards the sideline and away 
from the quarterback. QB will throw a second pass after the receiver cuts to the sideline. Receiver finishes up 
field. Allow for receivers to run from both sides of the QB. 

 
 
 



 

 

Defensive Line 
 
1. Running the Arc  
A Test for: First step, pass rush technique, natural bend 
Drill Setup: Three pop-up dummies, two cones  
Description:  Defensive lineman starts in two or three point stance. Lineman begins on the movement of the 
ball controlled by a coach. He proceeds to use the same technique (rip or swim) against two pop-up 
dummies before finishing the drill at a set of cones placed at a 90 degree angle inside of the second dummy. 
Placement of the dummies is one a single yard in front of the defensive lineman slightly to the inside, and the 
other is in the same line 4-6 yards in front of the first. After making a move through both dummies the player 
must adjust body to finish at a line 90 degrees and 7-10 yards inside of the second dummy. Additional dummy 
can be used between the second dummy and the finish line to encourage players to quickly get ‘around the 
arc’. Assure players use both the rip and swim techniques. Also, have players run the drill in both directions.

 
2. Bag Reaction Drill 
A Test for: First step, quick read ability, natural bend 
Drill Setup: Two pop-up dummies  
Description:  Defensive lineman starts in two or three point stance. One coach controls the snap of the ball 
from a center position. Another coach stands head up from the player, controlling a pop-up dummy one yard 
in front of the player. At the snap of the ball the coach tilts the dummy in one direction and the player reacts 
to the movement by using pass rush move in the opposite direction of the tilt. Once player is 3-5 yards up 
field a coach acting as a QB will direct player either left or right to simulate a QB scramble. Players run 
approximately 5-7 yards in the direction of the given direction then finish through line of scrimmage  
  

 



 

 

Linebacker 
 
1. Four Bag Change of Direction Drill 
 A Test for: Footwork, agility 
Drill Setup: Five step-over bags, two cones 
Description: Linebacker will start in prone position over-top of the third bag. Linebacker laterally shuffles 
over the two bags to the left. After backer steps outside the last dummy he will proceed to laterally shuffle 
over all of the bags to the right. After the last step over the linebacker will shuffle, backpedal and forward run 
through all the dummies on his left side. Once completed, the player will sprint toward the coach who is 
situated 4-5 yards apart from the middle of the farthest two bags. Once close, the coach will direct the player 
to finish through a line set 7-10 yards away at a 45 degree angle. Can include a caught ball at the end of the 
final break. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Pass Drop and Hip Rotation 
A Test for: Hips, drive 
Drill Setup: One coach with a ball 
Description: Coach begins linebacker in a back pedal for approximately 5 yards. Player must have his eyes on 
the coach the entire time. Coach will direct player to break on a 90 degree angle to either the left or right. 
After 5-7 yards of running down the line the coach will return player to backpedal for another 5 yards. Coach 
will then have the linebacker break in the opposite direction as his first break and run down the line. This will 
be repeated twice more so that the player has broke to both sides twice. After the final break the coach will 
return the player to the back pedal and then immediately direct the player to drive forward to catch a pass 
and finish through the line of scrimmage. 

 



 

 

 
Defensive Back 
 
1. W Drill, Turn and Locate 
A Test For: Footwork, ball skills 
Drill Setup: Five cones 
Description: Coach will start player in an angled back pedal for approximately 5 yards. Upon reaching the first 
cone the player will break forward at a 45 degree angle, returning to the original starting line. Player will 
perform angled backpedal and forward break once. Once the defensive back hits the line of scrimmage the 
second time the coach will direct him turn 180 degrees and run up field to mimic a receiver running alongside 
a receiver running a deep routh. Coach will throw a high ball so that the player can look back, identify the ball 
and make a play to get the ball at its highest point. Player will finish through original starting line. Allow 
players to backpedal in both directions. 

 
2. Hip Rotation and Drive 
A Test For: Hips, footwork 
Drill Setup: Coach with a ball 
Description: Coach will begin defensive back in a pedal for 5-10 yards. Through the direction of a coach 
pointing left or right the player will proceed to completely turn his hips into a side run. Defensive back will 
keep his eyes on the coach and try to stay on a straight line. Coach will direct the player to turn his hips four 
times (two each side). After the final turn of hips coach will direct player to drive at a 45 degree angle back 
towards the line. Ball will be thrown to the defensive back and he will finish through original line of 
scrimmage. 

 



 

 

 
Special Teams 
 
1. Gunner Drill 
A Test For: Evaluating punt cover/punt return players. 
Drill Setup: Cover player lines up on hash. Blocker lines up inside the hash, an arms-length away from cover 
player. Pop-up bag 15 yards downfield and 6 yards to the inside (halfway between the hash and the 
numbers). 
Description: Cover player is trying to get to the pop-up, the blocker is trying to prevent this.  Both players 
commence on a “Go” command from the coach.  Position other coaches at or behind the pop-up ready to yell 
“STOP” at the appropriate time.  The blocker will want to “Grab” and “hold” the cover player.  Do not allow this 
to happen.  Place emphasis on cover player getting a clean release and winning with speed.  Place emphasis 
on blocker to move his feet, stay in front of cover player and finish between his man and the pop up at the 
down field.  There should be no grabbing, holding, or pushing from the back is allowed. Let both play until 
the cover player touches the pop-up or coaches stop the drill. 
 
2. Long Snapper 
A Test For: Regular and Quick Snap Ability 
Drill Setup: Player to catch snaps 
Description:  At punt distance players will snap the ball and move laterally. Players will also snap and shuffle 
backwards. Progression into player repeating the first two steps but having the snapper run from the 
sidelines to the ball and having a quick snap. For FG distance player will snap, hold base and punch. 
 
3. Kicker 
A Test for: Kicking Accuracy and Power 
Drill Setup: Player to hold snaps 
Description: Players will progressively kick balls at five yard intervals from the 35 to the 55. Players will 
alternate between the middle of the field and both hash marks. If player believes he can go further than 55 
yards he should be allowed to be given his maximum distance. 
 
4. Punter 
A Test for: Punting ability 
Drill Setup: Space to punt 
Description:  Where space permits punters will have the ability to punt both for distance and directionally. If 
possible allow punters to attempt coffin corner punts from varying distances. 


